F.S.Sr.: My kind of town. Chicago is.
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My KIND OF TOWN

Words by
SAMMY CAHN

Music by
JAMES VAN HEUSEN 173

Duet with Frank Sinatra Jr.
Moderate swing $\frac{d}{\Delta} = 152 \left(\frac{\Delta}{\Delta}\right)

E♭  B♭7 Altered.
E♭6

Gm11(6 5)

C9
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it's calling me home, Chicago is.

each F.S.Jr: time I roam, Chicago is.

My kind of people too;

people who, they all smile at Both: you, and
C7(13)  G7(#9)  Fmaj9  E+  Eb9(#11)

Jr.: Ev'ry bit of it is my kind of town.
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F9  Bb13  E>6  Bbm7  Bm7/Bb  Cm7/Bb

it's my kind of town.

A>6  Adim7  E6/Bb  C7(#9)

Both: One town that'll never ever let you down:
D7 Am7/D D7 Gm7 C13(9)

Chi - ca - go is;
Se: my kind of town,

F(9)

F9(#5) B♭ B♭7

Chi - ca - go is;
Jr.: Yes, my kind of

F6/C C7♭m7 Dm7 G7 Dm7 G7

razz - ma - tazz;
Se: and it has, it has

C9 Dm7/G Gm7/C C7 G♭maj9 F+ E9(#11)

all that jazz and, each time I leave,

cresc.
Building, Chicago is.
Sr.: The Chicago

Cubbies, Chicago is.
Both: One town, that'll

Jr.: (spoken) Hey, don't forget them Sox!
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E♭7
B♭m7/E♭
E♭7
A♭m7
D♭13(♭11)

Chicago is,
it’s tugging my

G♭(9)
G♭9(#5)
C♭6
Cdim7

sleeve, Chicago is.
Jr.: The Wrigley
G♭6/Db   Eb7(9)   A♭13
never ever let you down, Jr: it's my,
Sr: it's my, it's-

Gb   D♭9   A(9)/Db   C♭(9)/D♭   G6   G♭6

cago, Chica-
goo.
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D♭11   D♭13(11)  G♭   D♭9   A♭(9)/D♭   A♭9
my, it's my, my kind of town.
cresc.

G♭   D♭9   A(9)/Db   C♭(9)/D♭  G♭   D♭9   A(9)/Db   C♭(9)/D♭

Chi - cago, Chica - gо.